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Key Messages
• Antimicrobial resistance is an important health concern in Canada and around the world. 

Although resistance arises naturally, the overuse of antibiotics, among many other 
behavioural, social, and economic drivers, contributes to the emergence of resistance 
patterns. Within health care settings, diagnostic uncertainty, a situation in which it is 
uncertain whether a suspected infection is due to a bacterial, viral, or other microorganism, 
is a regarded as a key driver that contributes to overuse of antibiotics. In these situations, 
antibiotics may be prescribed although the infection is viral.

• Emerging health technologies that can help reduce diagnostic uncertainty of acute 
infections at the point of care may help reduce the unnecessary use of antibiotics. If 
these point-of-care diagnostic devices demonstrate clinical benefit and cost-effectiveness 
for health systems, they may complement other interventions as part of antibiotic 
stewardship programs.

• This Horizon Scan provides an overview of new and emerging point-of-care tests that 
help differentiate bacterial and viral infections. Although rapid tests for identifying specific 
pathogens have existed for decades, these emerging tests aim to assess a wider range of 
possible pathogens and help inform treatment decisions.

• Different types of emerging devices, such as rapid molecular tests and immunoassays, 
are described including how they work and information about their capabilities that may 
influence their potential use. The report also describes the evidence about the diagnostic 
accuracy of certain tests and their effect on reducing antibiotic prescribing. Considerations 
are provided about where tests might be beneficial, such as primary care settings, and the 
emerging evidence base for their feasibility and acceptability.

• The emerging evidence suggests that point-of-care tests could be effective tools as part 
of antibiotic stewardship programs, but further studies assessing specific devices in 
randomized controlled trials are recommended by researchers and health technology 
assessment agencies. Monitoring the continued development of devices and the testing 
landscape, especially in post-pandemic health care, will be important for decision-makers.

Purpose
The purpose of this Horizon Scan is to present health care stakeholders in Canada with 
an overview of information related to point-of-care (POC) tests for differentiating bacterial 
and viral infections, a description of some of the published studies, and a summary of 
some important considerations related to the potential implementation of the technology, 
procedure, and intervention, should emerging evidence demonstrate value. This report is 
not a systematic review, does not involve critical appraisal, and does not include a detailed 
summary of study findings. It is not intended to provide recommendations for or against the 
use of the technology, procedure, and intervention technology.

Methods
One author screened the literature search results and reviewed the full text of all potentially 
relevant studies. Studies were considered for inclusion if the devices were POC diagnostic 
tests that could help differentiate between bacterial and viral infections among people with 
suspected infectious disease and inform treatment decisions about whether antibiotics 
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should be used. Health technologies that aim to test for antibiotic susceptibility by 
identifying resistance profiles or other characteristics of suspected pathogens related to 
the use of specifics antibiotics were not covered. Studies related to devices that primarily 
detect a specific bacterial or viral pathogen were not included unless they helped informed 
considerations about POC tests or were grouped together by systematic reviews. Conference 
abstracts and grey literature were included if they provided additional information to that 
available in the published studies.

Peer Review
A draft version of this bulletin was reviewed by 1 clinical expert with expertise in antibiotic 
stewardship interventions and improving health care quality within primary care settings.

Background
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) refers to a phenomenon in which bacteria, viruses, and other 
microbial organisms acquire or develop biological defences against antimicrobial medicines, 
increasing the risk of disease spread and severe illness.1 In Canada and across the world, 
AMR is an important health concern that has implications for health systems and poses a 
social and economic threat to society.1-3 The Council of Canadian Academies’ expert panel 
on AMR estimated that if resistance to first-line antimicrobials increased from 26% (2018 
estimate) to 40% by 2050, this could lead to 140,000 preventable deaths and increase health 
care costs by $6 billion to $8 billion dollars.3

Although AMR occurs naturally, inappropriate prescribing of antibiotics is a key driver 
accelerating AMR.4,5 A number of factors contribute to inappropriate prescribing, including 
sociocultural factors, organizational systems, and practitioner-related training.2 Diagnostic 
uncertainty is known to be an important driver of inappropriate prescribing, especially in 
primary care and emergency care settings.2,6,7 In situations when the cause of an infection is 
unknown, health care professionals may prescribe antibiotics despite the source of infection 
potentially being viral or another type of microbe. Unnecessary use of antibiotics is not only 
clinically ineffective, but may also be associated with treatment complications, adverse 
events, and increased emergence of antibiotic resistance.5

Particularly for respiratory tract infections, a symptoms-based assessment can provide some 
indication about the type of infection but it is often insufficient to determine the pathogen.8 
Respiratory tract infections are also the leading illnesses associated with inappropriate 
prescribing.5 An analysis of electronic medical records from Ontario estimated that 15.4% 
of antibiotics prescribed in primary care were unnecessary; among acute respiratory 
illnesses, the rate of unnecessary prescribing was between 36.7% and 52.6%.9 A study from 
Manitoba reported that, within primary care, 15.9% of patients with viral infections received 
inappropriate prescribing of antibiotics.10 Similar estimates from the US suggest that half of 
the antibiotics prescribed for acute respiratory illnesses may be unnecessary.11

Health technologies that can reduce diagnostic uncertainty in different health care settings, 
including community and primary care where more than 92% of antibiotics are prescribed, 
may help support antibiotic stewardship programs.2,8,12 Conventional testing methods 
of characterizing microbial pathogens (viruses, bacteria, or other microbes responsible 
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for causing disease) and identifying infectious diseases, such as microbial culturing and 
laboratory-based molecular tests, are highly accurate but resource-intensive and time-
consuming.13 These tests may require people to make additional appointments, for example 
to blood testing laboratories, and results can often take 24 hours or longer, which may 
limit their practicality for guiding timely treatment decisions in many primary care settings 
and other health care settings where follow-up may be more challenging (e.g., emergency 
departments, urgent care centres, and walk-in clinics).14

Emerging POC tests aim to improve diagnostic certainty and potentially help reduce 
unnecessary use of antibiotics.15 Within Canada, POC tests that can specifically detect group 
A Streptococcus (GAS) in people presenting with acute pharyngitis (sore throat) are offered in 
limited settings.16 CADTH has previously reviewed the evidence about the clinical utility, safety, 
and cost-effectiveness of POC tests for detecting GAS.17 However, there are also emerging 
tests that aim to improve diagnostic certainty by either identifying the possible pathogen 
from a panel of viruses and bacteria, or providing information about whether the infection is 
likely bacterial or viral.15 Especially in the context of post-pandemic health care, where there 
may be greater interest to understand and test people with suspected infectious diseases, 
there is a need to understand the evidence base and issues around emerging POC tests. The 
purpose of this Horizon Scan is to provide an overview of emerging POC tests that may help 
differentiate between bacterial and viral infections and aid in reducing unnecessary antibiotic 
use as part of support antibiotic stewardship programs.

How They Work
POC tests are diagnostic devices that can be administered at the point and place of care, 
which eliminates the need for additional trips to a testing location and can potentially provide 
results rapidly or within a short turnaround time.15 There is little consensus about what 
constitutes as rapid; generally, it refers to tests that can provide results within minutes to 
hours and can inform clinical decision-making.15,18 Studies have used “rapid” to indicate tests 
that can provide results in under 2 hours, with many tests able to provide results in under 15 
minutes.19,20 There are also varied definitions of what is considered “point of care.” Generally, 
these tests are differentiated from conventional tests performed in dedicated laboratories by 
specialists; however, some POC tests may require some level of technical training.19

Conventional methods for microbial identification include tests that use microbial culturing, 
microscopy, biomarker identification, and/ or nucleic acid amplification techniques.13,21 These 
methods can provide high diagnostic accuracy but are often costly, resource-intensive, and 
time-consuming.15 Some conventional tests (e.g., certain molecular tests) can have run times 
of approximately 4 hours, but the additional time for sample collection and preparation and 
needing enough samples to complete a batch can lead to turnaround times for results to 
be 1 day or longer.14 Microbial culturing methods may take several days.13 Compared with 
conventional tests, POC tests may provide a faster alternative to diagnostic information and 
provide timely results to inform the use of antibiotics. Two types of POC tests that can help 
assess whether a person may have a viral or bacterial infection were identified. These tests 
either characterize host response biomarkers or identify specific viral and/or bacterial signals.
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Detecting Changes in Host Response Biomarkers
One approach for differentiating between viral and bacterial infections is to examine host 
biomarkers that respond differently to both types of pathogens. Certain host biomarkers, 
including many immune response proteins, are known to either increase or decrease 
following a bacterial or viral infection and can be informative.15,22 Emerging POC tests aim to 
provide either quantitative (specific concentration level) or qualitative (whether the level is 
significant or not) assessment of different biomarkers. Tests measuring biomarkers such as 
C-reactive protein (CRP), procalcitonin, and pro-inflammatory cytokines are being developed 
and some are commercially available.22,23 The timing and intensity of each marker varies and 
influences different tests’ usability and accuracy, for example:

• CRP is the most well-studied inflammation biomarker for predicting bacterial infections 
with POC testing.21 Plasma levels of CRP rise after 4 hours to 6 hours of bacterial infection 
and peak at 36 hours.22,24

• Procalcitonin levels rise 3 hours after infection and peak within 24 hours.23

• Cytokines, such as interleukin-6 and interleukin-8, have also been investigated as potential 
informative markers.21 However, cytokines have short half-lives, so levels rise and fall back 
to baseline relatively quickly (within 6 hours), and can have variable changes in response to 
different types of bacteria.22

Other biomarkers are known to increase in response to viral infections. These include tumour 
necrosis factor–related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), interferon (IFN) gamma-induced 
protein 10 (IP-10), and myxovirus resistance protein A (MxA).21,22 Emerging research suggests 
that tests which detect multiple biomarkers may provide higher diagnostic accuracy for 
assessing people with pneumonia than tests which detect a single biomarker.21,25

Tests that examine host biomarkers rely on blood samples (either finger pricks or a greater 
volume for serum blood) and do not require extensive treatment of the samples. However, 
one of the challenges with these markers is that, without baseline information about specific 
individuals’ biomarker levels, the test results may be incorrectly interpreted for some people.26 
This uncertainty in the results can occur because inflammation biomarkers are not exclusive 
to the infection response; therefore, other underlying health conditions or individual-level 
variation may be associated with higher levels and test results could be misinterpreted.26 
Authors of 2 systematic reviews have suggested that POC tests that use host biomarkers 
should consider the results as part of the entire clinical assessment and not stand-alone 
diagnostic tools.25,27 Other types of tests that detect changes in gene expression of host 
response genes after an infection are being developed,28 but limited information about 
commercially available POC tests was identified.

Detecting Specific Pathogens
In a laboratory setting, identifying specific pathogens requires using microbial culturing 
methods or, more often, molecular information with real-time PCR tests.13 A second approach 
to differentiating between bacterial and viral infections, other than tests detecting host 
biomarkers, are emerging molecular tests that can detect a panel of various viruses and 
bacteria that aim to provide results more rapidly and near the POC. These tests are also 
based on PCR technology but 1 sample can be analyzed for multiple targets (referred to 
as multiplex) and can be operated without extensive laboratory training or equipment.29,30 
The tests provide a trade-off between speed and comprehensive analysis of molecular 
information because tests are limited to identifying a pre-set list or panel of pathogens.29 For 
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example, panel assays are able to identify viral pathogens such as influenza A/B, respiratory 
syncytial virus, human adenovirus, and bacterial pathogens such as Chlamydophila and 
Mycoplasma within a single sample.20 Some devices, such as influenza and severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) co-tests, are limited to detecting 2 viral 
pathogens.31 Most panel tests have been developed for respiratory infections and therefore 
use nasopharyngeal or sputum samples.20

Antigen-based tests are also able to identify specific pathogens. They have been traditionally 
limited to detecting 1 or 2 specific pathogens, such as influenza A/B, GAS, and more recently 
SARS-CoV-2.32-34 However, an emerging antigen-based test, mariPOC, aims to detect multiple 
pathogens.35 Antigen tests use lateral flow assays and because they rely on detecting viral or 
bacterial components, they are most effective during early stages of the infection when viral 
or bacterial load are often higher.36 As these tests tend to have lower sensitivity, they may 
be limited in being able to diagnose illness, but may help rule out specific pathogens during 
clinical assessment.36

Table 1 provides a list of emerging commercially available tests that could be used to help 
differentiate between viral and bacterial pathogens. However, not all tests may be available 
in Canada or are authorized specifically for differentiating between bacterial and viral 
infections because they may have been authorized for detecting infections. Tests produced 
by other manufacturers that assess the same biomarkers have not been listed. The list 
is not exhaustive and does not include tests that identify single or dual (co-tests) specific 
pathogens; rather, it includes examples of tests that can detect multiple targets or aid in 
detecting whether an infection may be bacterial or viral.

Regulatory Availability
Few POC tests that can aid in differentiating between viral and bacterial infections have been 
authorized for clinical use in Canada specifically for this purpose. FebriDx is single-use POC 
test that is authorized in Canada and Europe. It uses a finger prick blood sample to detect 
2 biomarkers to provide a qualitative result about likely bacterial or viral infection within 15 
minutes.37 The test secured a Canadian distributor in March 2021.45 POC tests that measure 
individual biomarkers, such as CRP and procalcitonin, have been authorized and are available 
in Canada for detecting infections (but not necessarily to aid in differentiating types of 
infections) from manufacturers such as Abbott, Radiometer, and Roche. Immunoassay-based 
tests developed by these companies require a benchtop analyzer for different biomarkers and 
specific cartridges or sampling kits for individual biomarkers of interest.

BioFire’s FilmArray multiplex PCR assays can detect multiple pathogens and are authorized 
for clinical use in Canada. Different assays have a different set of viruses and bacteria that 
can be detected. The ImmunoXpert (MeMed) and mariPOC (ArcDia) tests are both authorized 
in Europe but are not authorized in Canada. A newer version of MeMed’s immunoassay 
that can deliver results in 15 minutes received 510(k) or premarket clearance by the FDA in 
September 2021.46

https://www.febridx.com/
https://www.globalpointofcare.abbott/en/product-details/afinion-crp.html
https://www.radiometer.com/en/products/immunoassay-testing/aqt90-flex-immunoassay-analyzer
https://www.rochecanada.com/content/dam/rochexx/roche-ca/products/docs/package_inserts/cobasCRP-08024669190-EN-Can.pdf
https://www.biofiredx.com/products/filmarray/
https://www.me-med.com/memed-bv
https://www.arcdia.com/maripoc/tests/respi-tests/
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Summary of the Evidence
Specific devices have varied technical capabilities and have been tested in different settings 
and contexts; therefore, this Horizon Scan provides a general overview of the evidence base 
of emerging POC tests for differentiating viral and bacterial infections in clinical practice. 
Because of the complexity of comparing individual studies, the synthesis was limited to 
narrative and systematic reviews examining a range of devices; individual studies were 
referred to when limited information was found in reviews. There were 2 systematic reviews 
that described diagnostic accuracy and 2 systematic reviews that described the effect 
of POC tests on antibiotic prescribing rates; however, no systematic reviews described 
cost-effectiveness. Additional narrative reviews and other reports have also been included to 
provide further context.

The findings have not been critically appraised and are not intended to recommend for or 
against any specific device or health technology. Rather, the findings are intended to help 
inform considerations about settings and applications where POC tests may potentially help 
support antibiotic stewardship programs, should the tests demonstrate value.

Table 1: Examples of Commercially Available POC Tests That Could be Used for Differentiating 
Viral and Bacterial Infections

Test name and 
manufacturer

Type of assay 
(biomarkers) Listed time to results Pathogens detected Sample type

FebriDx

Lumos Diagnostics37

Immunoassay (CRP 
and MxA)

10 to 15 minutes Nonspecific; viral or 
bacterial

Capillary blood

ImmunoXpert

MeMed38

Immunoassay (CRP, 
TRAIL, and IP-10)

100 minutes (new 
version, MeMed BV 
may provide results in 
15 minutes39)

Nonspecific; viral or 
bacterial

Serum blood

Afinion CRP

Abbott40

Immunoassay (CRP) 4 minutes Nonspecific; viral or 
bacterial

Capillary blood

AQT90 FLEX 
Radiometer41

Immunoassay 
(procalcitonin)

Approximately 20 
minutes

Nonspecific; viral or 
bacterial

Serum blood

FilmArray

BioFire42

Multiplex PCR 45 minutes to 1 hour 
(varies by panel)

More than 20 viruses, 
bacteria, and parasites 
(varies by panel)

Nasopharyngeal swab 
for respiratory panels

Stool sample for 
gastrointestinal panel

ePlex Respiratory 
Pathogen Panel

GenMark Diagnostics43

Multiplex PCR 90 minutes 17 viruses and bacteria Nasopharyngeal swab

mariPOC Respi+

ArcDia44

Immunoassay (multiple 
antigens)

20 minutes 
(preliminary); 2 hours 
(final results)

9 viruses and 1 
bacterial pathogen

Nasopharyngeal swab

CRP = C-reactive protein; IP-10 = interferon gamma-induced protein 10; MxA = myxovirus resistance protein A; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; TRAIL = tumour necrosis 
factor–related apoptosis-inducing ligand�

https://www.febridx.com/the-science
https://www.me-med.com/
https://www.globalpointofcare.abbott/en/product-details/afinion-crp.html
https://www.radiometer.ca/en-ca/products/immunoassay-testing/aqt90-flex-immunoassay-analyzer/pct-on-the-aqt90-flex-immunoassay-analyzer
https://www.biofiredx.com/products/filmarray/
https://genmarkdx.com/panels/eplex-panels/respiratory-pathogen-panel/
https://genmarkdx.com/panels/eplex-panels/respiratory-pathogen-panel/
https://www.arcdia.com/maripoc/tests/respi-tests/
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Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies characterizing the diagnostic accuracy and clinical performance of POC tests report 
sensitivity, the ability of a test to correctly identify people who have been infected with a 
pathogen, and specificity, the ability of a test to correctly identify people who have not been 
infected with a pathogen.47 Higher or lower sensitivity and specificity have implications about 
how a test may be used (i.e., for identifying a pathogen or ruling out a pathogen).47 Findings 
were summarized from 2 systematic reviews,25,48 3 narrative reviews,20,35,49 and 1 rapid 
assessment.24

Tests With FDA or CE Approval
A narrative review provided an overview of more than 30 POC tests that can provide 
a result in under 2 hours and that have received FDA (US) or Conformité Européenne 
(Europe) authorization.20 Of these, the majority of tests are able to test either 1 or 2 specific 
viral pathogens. Sensitivity and specificity of devices that use respiratory samples were 
reported to range between 80% to 100%.20 The review did not calculate pooled estimates 
of diagnostic accuracies, but rather described and listed the diversity of different POC tests 
available, test characteristics (e.g., sample type, pathogens detected, and time to results), 
and the range of diagnostic accuracies reported by studies. The review was intended to 
help inform considerations about how tests may be integrated into clinical workflows based 
on test characteristics. For many POC tests, clinical validation studies had limited sample 
sizes; therefore, the authors indicated that measures of diagnostic performance should be 
interpreted with caution.20

Immunoassay-Based POC Tests
One systematic review25 pooled the results of studies that examined the diagnostic 
accuracy of ImmunoXpert and FebriDx in primary or secondary care settings.25 The tests 
were compared with reference standards that included expert clinician panels or clinical 
decision-making tools that factored in data of clinical, laboratory, and PCR results of people 
being tested (note: reference standards may also be prone to some level of inaccuracy). Both 
tests are immunoassays that detect multiple host biomarkers that indicate whether a person 
may have a viral or bacterial infection but there are differences in sample collection and 
analysis platforms. One key difference between the tests is the time to results, which is 100 
minutes for ImmunoXpert and 10 minutes to 15 minutes for FebriDx. The systematic review25 
reported that

• ImmunoXpert had a pooled:

 ◦ sensitivity of 85% (95% CI, 75% to 91%) and specificity of 86% (95% CI, 73% to 93%) for 
bacterial infections

 ◦ sensitivity of 90% (95% CI, 79% to 96%) and specificity of 92% (95% CI, 83% to 96%) for 
viral infections.

• FebriDx had a pooled:

 ◦ sensitivity of 84% (95% CI, 75% to 90%) and specificity 93% (95% CI, 90% to 95%) for 
bacterial infections

 ◦ sensitivity of 87% (95% CI, 72% to 95%) and specificity 82% (95% CI, 66% to 86%) for 
viral infections.

Additionally, the European Network for Health Technology Assessment conducted a rapid 
assessment of POC tests that measure CRP in primary care settings. Although diagnostic 
accuracies of different tests were reported, pooled estimates of sensitivity and specificity 
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were not provided.24 The authors indicated that there was substantial heterogeneity among 
studies due to varied study designs, study populations, and uses of the POC CRP test results 
as part of clinical pathways , which made calculating pooled estimates challenging.24 For 
example, in some settings, CRP POC testing was used alongside other clinical tools; studies 
also used different threshold criteria for determining what CRP levels suggest a bacterial 
infection.24 Similar to findings by Health Technology Wales,50 this Horizon Scan identified 
no systematic reviews reporting the diagnostic accuracy of POC tests that measure 
procalcitonin.

Panel-Based POC Tests
One systematic review48 examined the diagnostic accuracy of multiplex PCR assays capable 
of identifying a panel of different pathogens compared with reference standards, including 
RT-PCR, microbial culturing, and antibody assays. Of the different tests, FilmArray is capable 
of identifying a panel of both viral and bacterial pathogens. The systematic review, however, 
focused on the diagnostic accuracy of the test to identify common viral infections (e.g., 
influenza, adenovirus, and others). For detecting influenza A, FilmArray was reported to have a 
pooled sensitivity of 91.1% (95% CI, 84.8% to 94.9%) and a specificity of 99.5% (95% CI, 98.8% 
to 99.8%).48 Diagnostic accuracy for detecting other viruses was similarly high (> 80%), except 
for adenovirus, which had a lower sensitivity (67.0%).48

A narrative review described that tests using multiplex PCR can have higher levels of 
sensitivity and specificity than immunoassays and may provide information about specific 
antibiotic-resistant genes; however, they are reported to have longer run times and can be 
prone to test failure (10% to 30% failure rate).49 Rapid antigen tests with multiple targets, 
such as the mariPOC test, can detect a panel of viruses and bacteria. They can have high test 
specificity but also lower sensitivity rates, which may affect their ability to rule out pathogens 
suspected of causing illness in clinical settings.20,35

Antibiotic Prescribing
Antibiotic stewardship consists of a set of interventions and strategies used in a variety 
of health care settings, including general practice, emergency care, and inpatient care, 
to improve appropriate antibiotic use.51 Different outcomes are used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of interventions depending on the setting and the context.52 Outcomes, 
such as hospital length of stay, clinical outcomes, and antibiotic resistance patterns, are 
important measures, but can be affected by multiple factors and are difficult to assess 
between studies.52,53 For this Horizon Scan, the evidence specifically on antibiotic prescribing 
was reviewed.

Findings were summarized from 2 systematic reviews27,54 and 1 rapid assessment24 
assessing POC testing for CRP. There were a limited number of systematic reviews 
identified that assessed POC tests for other biomarkers for differentiating bacterial and viral 
infections; however, 1 randomized controlled trial (RCT)55 for POC tests for procalcitonin was 
identified. Additional systematic reviews examined the effects of a combination of antibiotic 
stewardship interventions,56 POC tests for detecting GAS,57 and POC tests for influenza58 on 
antibiotic prescribing. One narrative review,30 but no systematic reviews, were identified that 
assessed POC tests able to detect a panel of pathogens.
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Immunoassay-Based POC Tests
CRP and procalcitonin are the most well-studied immunological biomarkers that can 
differentiate between bacterial and viral infections.21 Most research on these biomarkers has 
focused on laboratory testing of both markers. However, 2 systematic reviews were identified 
that examined the effect of POC tests that measure CRP compared with usual care of no CRP 
testing and routine clinical assessment (may include diagnostic tools, scoring algorithms, 
or scans). In these 2 reviews, risk ratios were used to describe the change in antibiotic 
prescribing rates.

Evidence from these systematic reviews on immediate antibiotic prescribing showed 
that POC tests for CRP were associated with a risk ratio of 0.81 (95% CI, 0.71 to 0.92)27 in 
ambulatory care settings (i.e., outpatient settings, walk-in clinics, or emergency departments) 
and a risk ratio of 0.79 (95% CI, 0.70 to 0.90)54 in primary care settings more generally. 
Therefore, POC tests for CRP likely reduce antibiotic prescribing at the point where people 
seek care compared with usual care without a POC test. Both systematic reviews reported 
a stronger effect of lowering antibiotic prescribing rates when clinical guidance about 
interpreting CRP levels was provided alongside POC tests compared with the POC tests 
alone.27,54 The European Network of Health Technology Assessment similarly reported that 
POC testing for CRP was associated with a lower rate of antibiotic prescribing with a relative 
risk of 0.76 (95% CI, 0.67 to 0.86).24 Overall, these evidence reviews report POC tests for 
CRP are associated with reducing antibiotic prescribing and may help guide antibiotic use in 
primary care setting. However, the study authors indicated a need for more RCTs to examine 
the effect of POC tests for CRP among children.24,27,54

The 1 systematic review on procalcitonin research59 reported that laboratory-based testing 
of this biomarker is associated with reduced antibiotic prescribing. Similar to findings from 
Health Technology Wales, no systematic reviews or health technology assessments were 
identified for POC testing for procalcitonin.50 One RCT55 from Switzerland examining a POC 
test for procalcitonin was identified. The study showed that POC testing for procalcitonin 
along with clinical guidance about interpreting the results was associated with a 26% (95% CI, 
10% to 41%) reduction in antibiotic prescribing compared with usual care of no testing among 
adults attending primary care (visits to general practitioner) for suspected pneumonia.55

One small retrospective study reported that the FebriDx test (which detects 2 immunological 
biomarkers) was associated with reduced antibiotic use.60 However, authors of a systematic 
review that examined the diagnostic accuracy of immunoassay-based POC tests 
recommended that more research, particularly RCTs, is needed to assess the effectiveness of 
immunoassay-based POC tests.25 The European Network of Health Technology Assessment, 
in the review of POC CRP tests, also recommended further research to understand the 
long-term effects of using POC tests on prescribing rates in different types of primary 
care settings.24

POC Tests for Group A Streptococcus and Influenza
One systematic review included RCTs of multiple antibiotic stewardship interventions used 
in primary care to reduce antibiotic prescribing for people with respiratory tract infections.56 
The review identified 17 eligible studies, 6 of which showed clinically meaningful reductions 
(difference of 10% or greater) in prescribing rates among the intervention groups.56 The 
review also reported that interventions that included communication skills training for health 
care professionals and rapid POC testing, either alone or in combination, reduced antibiotic 
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prescribing by 1.5% to 23.3%.56 POC tests included in the studies were either tests that 
measured CRP or antigen tests for GAS.

A systematic review that focused on rapid antigen-based POC tests for GAS used in primary 
care settings reported that POC tests were associated with a 25% (95% CI, 18% to 31%) 
reduction in antibiotic prescribing compared with usual care.57 Another systematic review 
that examined rapid POC tests for influenza viruses reported that 20 of 26 included studies 
showed POC tests used in emergency care, acute medical centre, or home visits for people 
presenting with suspected acute respiratory infections were associated with significantly 
decreased antibiotic prescribing.61 Eleven of these 20 studies also showed that a positive POC 
test result for influenza was associated with reduced antibiotic prescribing.61 Based on the 
evidence, the authors of the systematic review concluded that a positive result of influenza 
from POC tests may lead to a significant reduction of unnecessary antibiotic use.61

Panel-Based POC Tests
Research examining the effectiveness of POC tests that use multiplex PCR technology 
or tests that measure multiple targets is emerging. Although no systematic reviews were 
identified, 1 narrative review30 describing the potential role of multiplex PCR panel assays 
(tests that can detect multiple viral and bacterial pathogens) for antibiotic stewardship was 
identified. The narrative review reported that studies in which panel assays were used in 
conjunction with tests for procalcitonin were more likely to observe significant reductions 
in antibiotic prescribing than studies that exclusively used panel assays.30 Based on the 
available evidence, the authors concluded that panel assays on their own may increase rates 
of antiviral prescribing because the majority of panel targets are viral rather than bacterial, but 
they may be limited in significantly reducing rates of antibiotic prescribing.30 It is uncertain 
what effect panel assays may have in influencing antiviral prescribing in Canadian health care 
settings because, according to clinical guidelines, antivirals for uncomplicated or mild flu-like 
illnesses are not prescribed for adults or children.62,63

One of the POC tests identified in the narrative review was the FilmArray panel assay that 
can detect a combination of common viruses and bacteria. Additional studies published 
since the narrative review that specifically examined FilmArray, reported that the test may be 
associated with some level of reduced antibiotic use. These included 1 prospective cohort 
study64 of children in critical care, 1 prospective cohort study65 of people in emergency care, 
and 1 RCT66 among people in a non-ICU hospital ward; all 3 studies reported that the test may 
have some influence on reducing antibiotic prescribing.

Cost-Effectiveness
A narrative cost-effectiveness review comparing rapid POC tests to conventional laboratory-
based PCR tests reported that many studies have examined cost differences of individual 
tests, but the evidence base about their cost-effectiveness in clinical practice was mixed.67 
The review reported variable cost-effectiveness results based on how tests are used to inform 
clinical decision-making, study settings (e.g., emergency care or inpatient care), and study 
designs. The authors concluded that there is a need for more RCTs to assess their added 
value.67 Similarly, another review of POC tests used in emergency care reported that there 
was limited health economic outcomes reported by studies and randomized trials are needed 
to assess the effect of POC tests on clinical workflow, clinical management, and patient 
outcomes.20 In particular, the review highlighted the need to contextualize cost-effectiveness 
studies based on who performs the POC tests, time to results, interpretation of results, and 
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how results influence treatment decisions, which all will vary based on the health care setting 
and geography.20

One cost-modelling study from the UK estimated that implementing POC testing within 
general practices and emergency care settings could provide cost-savings to the national 
health system.68 The study considered the hypothetical implementation of the FebriDx test 
or a similar test that can provide results within 15 minutes for diagnosing acute respiratory 
infections. The study estimated that the cost-savings from potentially reduced prescriptions, 
adverse events of antibiotics, and health care use could be between £3.6 million to £17.9 
million annually for the National Health Service.68 However, the authors of the study cautioned 
that their modelling had simplified both costs and benefits so it may not reflect the true 
cost-effectiveness of POC tests and their impact on the health system.68 Another economic 
modelling study that focused specifically on CRP POC testing reported that cost-effectiveness 
of tests was unclear because there was substantial variation in how tests were used and 
implemented in clinical practice.69

Feasibility and Acceptability
Feasibility and acceptability assessments, as part of clinical validation studies, have described 
the views of people receiving test results and health care professionals administering POC 
tests. For example, a mixed-methods evaluation from the UK that examined POC testing in 
primary care reported that clinicians and other health care staff felt enthusiastic about such 
tests and their potential to help reduce diagnostic uncertainty.70 However, staff also expressed 
concerns about tests that take longer than 1 hour, and clinicians stated a need for more 
rigorous research to assess the added value of POC tests on patient care and outcomes.70 
Another clinical feasibility study assessing the views of patients and practitioners in general 
practices in the Netherlands also reported increased patient satisfaction and concerns about 
time to results.35

A pilot study from Australia offered POC CRP testing in community pharmacies and reported 
that nearly all people suspected of having respiratory tract infections who received the testing 
service rated it as excellent (88.9%) or good (10.3%) in a follow-up questionnaire.71 Half 
the participants (50.9%) also reported that the test results changed their perception about 
needing antibiotics.71

There is a large body of evidence on the acceptability of POC tests used for influenza and 
GAS, which could be applicable to emerging POC as well. For example, a retrospective study 
of 7,050 people across 3 Canadian provinces who received POC tests for GAS reported that 
tests can be effective in appropriately guiding antibiotics use and may be acceptable for 
people seeking treatment.72

Safety
The primary safety concern with all diagnostic tests is whether a test can accurately and 
reliably make a correct diagnosis and how that diagnostic information influences treatment 
decisions.73 For POC tests that may aid in differentiating bacterial and viral infections, the 
result may insinuate that an antibiotic treatment course be withheld.12 In different health 
care settings, the implications of withholding antibiotics will vary. For example, in otherwise 
healthy people with mild or less severe illnesses who present at primary care, restricting 
antibiotics may not be associated with significant safety concerns because the condition may 
be self-limiting.74
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At a systems level, reducing antibiotic use within primary care is shown to be associated with 
a small increase in cases of pneumonia (1.1 more cases per year in an average practice of 
7,000 patients), but not an increase in cases of severe illness.75 However, treatment guidelines 
recommend increased caution when making treatment decisions among subgroups of 
people at higher risk of developing severe illness.16,74,75 Similarly, people with more severe 
illness who are admitted to hospital general or intensive care wards may require greater 
diagnostic certainty offered by conventional testing methods to better inform treatment 
decisions.12,18 Reviews have reported a need to further assess the safety concerns of POC 
tests for both individual patients and the public health implications related to their potential 
effect on antimicrobial resistance patterns.12,25

Issues to Consider

Settings Where Technology Might Be Beneficial
In addition to test performance and usability for different types of pathogens, characteristics 
about operating POC tests, infrastructure set up, and integration into clinical workflow 
will inform if and where POC might provide benefit to patients and health systems.15 POC 
tests are not intended to be stand-alone diagnostic devices, but rather a part of a wider 
clinical assessment that takes into account patient characteristics and symptoms.18,25,26 
The sensitivity and specificity of different tests can be high (> 80%), but many studies have 
reported there can be substantial variability in these estimates depending on the context 
of where and how tests are implemented.20,24,25 Health care systems determining whether 
to incorporate POC tests should contextualize study findings to their specific settings to 
understand their potential impact to clinical work flow.

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, guidelines from the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE) recommended that POC testing for the CRP biomarker among people 
suspected of pneumonia could be used to inform treatment decisions within primary care.76 
Similarly, a NICE innovation briefing about the FebriDx device suggested that the intended 
place of the device could be primary care or settings such as emergency care or outpatient 
clinics (not requiring hospital admission) should the device demonstrate value in more 
rigorous research studies.77 Within these settings, patient volumes are higher, there may be 
limited time to perform time-consuming diagnostics assays, and the rates of inappropriate 
prescribing of antibiotics are known to be higher.2,6,78 Community pharmacies have also been 
recommended as potential places where this technology may be further evaluated.71,79

Tests that can be performed easily with minimal training by health care professionals or 
other health care staff and can provide results within a short time might be beneficial. Two 
systematic reviews examining emerging POC tests that can differentiate between viral 
and bacterial infections indicated that tests that require table top analyzers and additional 
technical training, albeit not to the extent of a laboratory specialist, may not be suitable for 
primary care settings.25,30 This might include multiplex PCR tests or immunoassays that 
require longer run times of approximately 1 hour or more and some level of sample treatment 
and preparation.19 One study also reported that although tests that require longer run times 
are quicker than conventional testing methods, additional staff are often required to run the 
tests which can add additional time to workflows and limit their ability to inform treatment 
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decisions quickly.70,80 These types of tests may be more suitable in settings where there is a 
dedicated testing facility or additional staff to operate the tests.

POC Tests As Part of Antibiotic Stewardship Programs
A broader consideration about different POC tests is their potential role as part of antibiotic 
stewardship programs. Fundamentally, POC tests are intended to inform treatment 
decisions and lead to changes for both health care professionals and people seeking care 
for a suspected infection who may be uncertain about the need for antibiotics.18 Although 
diagnostic uncertainty is an important factor related to inappropriate prescribing, health 
care professionals’ tolerance for uncertainty and the clinical guidelines adopted to deal with 
uncertainty are also important implications in primary care settings.6 A systematic review 
identified 80 different factors discussed in studies that may be associated with inappropriate 
prescribing of antibiotics, which highlights the complexity of the issue.53

In different settings, a combination of interventions can be effective to reduce unnecessary 
use of antibiotics, including communication training for health care professionals, adoption of 
delayed prescriptions, feedback on prescribing data, or educational material for the public.56,81 
Interventions, including POC tests, to reduce antibiotic prescribing are also shown to be more 
effective in contexts where rates of prescribing are higher.56 In places where there are higher 
levels of antibiotics prescribing, system-level interventions that address clinical decision-
making and improve public health messaging may lead to broader quality improvements in 
health care.81 More research about POC tests and how they are integrated into a system of 
other antibiotic stewardship programs can help to better assess their potential benefit.12,81

Post-Pandemic Testing Landscape
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and heightened awareness of testing, particularly for 
respiratory tract infections, there may be increased interest in testing and greater diagnostic 
certainty for other illnesses.76 The proliferation of emerging POC testing technologies that 
can accurately and quickly provide diagnostic information near the place of care will likely 
continue for several years.82 Increased investment into research and development of health 
technologies along with increased expectations of diagnostic information about suspected 
illness may continue to influence the testing and POC testing landscape.

Final Remarks
Emerging POC tests that may aid in differentiating between bacterial and viral infections may 
be 1 tool in a wider set of interventions aimed at reducing the unnecessary use of antibiotics. 
Although single-pathogen tests have existed for decades, emerging tests that can detect 
multiple pathogens or help provide information about whether an infection is likely caused 
by a bacterial or viral pathogen may help reduce diagnostic uncertainty. POC tests may 
support other antibiotic stewardship interventions in certain health care settings associated 
with higher rates of unnecessary antibiotic use, and where it may be feasible to use tests.2 
However, more rigorous research evaluating emerging devices in RCTs, cost-effectiveness 
studies, and studies assessing safety outcomes are needed to demonstrate value.12,24,25,76 
There was limited information identified about emerging POC tests for differentiating bacterial 
and viral infections in conditions other than suspected respiratory illness, such as urinary 
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tract infections; this may be an area of future development. If POC tests are shown to provide 
benefit, understanding the role these tests could play among a broader set of interventions for 
antibiotic stewardship may help health systems in Canada and across the world address the 
threat of AMR.
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